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About This Game

Darkness Ahead is an adventure game about a man searching for his little brother. A plateau between mountains holds a dark
secret about its past. Searching abandoned buildings to find useful tools helps your quest of finding out what happened. As you

try to progress, you will face obstacles such as threats, puzzles and supernatural events. You have to stay alive and collect
everything you need to find your brother.

Gathering clues while staying alive is the primary goal of the game. In the meantime, you use different tools to help you on your
adventure. Understanding what happened and acting on it is the key to solve the mystery. Unique gameplay elements will

enhance your experience in this full of tension adventure!

Features

Mysterious story

Collectibles

Puzzle

Unique gameplay elements
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Title: Darkness Ahead
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Useless Machines
Publisher:
Useless Machines
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit

Processor: Core i3 / AMD 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with 1 GB memory

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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My PC is quite old (i7-2700K \/ GTX 560 Ti) but after some changes in graphic options, I had a comfortable gaming
experience. I liked how the story goes for now, I am trying to find more notes and solve a puzzle, hope to finish it soon. No
jump scares as provided. Graphics quality looks satisfying and sound design is very good. You feel yourself all alone while
playing.
If you like games with horror-adventure elements and with a mysterious story, you will like this one also.. Poorly designed game
with terrible fps drops (I have a very high end PC). Cluttered textures with notes being place in extremely generic block houses
that lack any logical sense. Barely any interaction with the creatures mentioned in the notes, what is funny is that you do see the
creatures walking in the dark in preprogammed sequence with no unpredictability.

It does have a nice menu but for the most part it's unfinished, unloved and deserves a medal for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Darkness Ahead is a game with mysterious story, horror elements and
adventure like mini-puzzles. Also graphics and sound design are decent. If you like Slender Man or Layers of Fear like walking
simulator\/horror\/adventure games, i would highly recommend this game to you. And price tag is quite low, its another reason
to check it out.. An enjoyable game I have played far worse I bought this game on a STEAM sale so I didnt pay much for it
\u00a31.99p sounds about right it has a good horror atmasphere but it has no jump scares at all buy it if you like horror and
want to add it to your collection.. Darkness Ahead is a game with a great story. You really wonder what's going to happen next
and what happened before you. As you make progress, the game pulls you into itself more and more. My only complain about
this game would be the time you have to spend on walking. But the question "What's going to happen next?" keeps you in the
game nonetheless. And the optimization update made the game run much more smooth on my system.

Overall, I enjoyed it.
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Road to your City Once A Stray Once A Stray Out Today!:
Developing Once A Stray over the course of 16 weeks wasn't without its share of bumps in the road, but we finally made it. A
big thank you and congratulations goes out to all of the hard working students who worked tirelessly to create this game. From
all of us at the University of Central Florida, we hope you enjoy our little game.
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